Are natural coordinates a useful tool in modeling planar biomechanical linkages?
The paper analyzes the use of natural coordinates in modeling and simulation of musculoskeletal models of the human body. A biomechanical model of the lower extremity of the human body was constructed for the analysis. It consists of three anatomical segments described by eight natural coordinates located at the joints. The developed model was applied to solve three classic dynamics problems of human motion: inverse dynamics, direct dynamics, and static optimization. The analysis covers the raising of a leg together with; the time characteristics of the resultant net torques at the basic joints of the leg (inverse dynamics), the time histories of natural coordinates and their velocities (direct dynamics) as well as the time-varying muscle force patterns (static optimization). In order to check the numerical efficiency of modeling in the natural coordinates' environment the results were compared with the ones received through generalized coordinates. Some conclusions drawn from this comparison and final remarks referring to the biomechanical identification of the analyzed motor task were included in the paper.